Abstract. Three degrees of freedom servo system (TDFSS) is one of the key equipments of inertial testing, such as evaluation of inertial navigation system and test of inertial components. It is a kind of servo system with some non-linearity and uncertainty. This thesis takes advantage of the characteristic of Neural network in approaching non-linear function, applies the Neural network on the three-axis simulator, provides a method for the TDFSS. Simulating experiment has been used to verify the advantage of the scheme and achieved completely decoupling control. The scheme gives good control precision, and it is simply structured and easily implemented.Introduction TDFSS is one of the key equipment with the performances of high precision, fast response and low speed, which used for inertial testing and flying simulation in aviation aerospace field. In the operation of the simulator process, with the rise of axis swing frequency and swinging rate the mutual coupling disturbance torque is more and more bigger which will seriously affect the location accuracy and table rate stability of rotary. In conventional PID control-strategy, TDFSS of the axis can achieve good control characteristic and the system can achieve the desired design indexes, but when the servo system running in three degrees of freedom, with the improved speed of inner linkage of axial and central axis of rotation, the coupling between axis is enhanced, the simple PID control-strategy is difficult to guarantee good control performance. It needs to consider decoupling control for the servo system based on the above reasons. Aiming at TDFSS decoupling control is a decoupling control problem of cultivatable variables system. Cultivatable variables system of decoupling control has been a hot spot in controlled field for its wide application range, including aerospace, deep space explorations, power system, induction motor control, robots, chemical and pharmaceutical industries. At present there are many theory researches of this aspect, mainly including feedback liberalization methods based on differential geometry theories or inverse system thoughts. However, these methods usually demand that the mathematic model of the system is clearly known while in actual project the controlled object of nonlinear is difficult to be described exactly, and the controlled object is often gray box even blackbox system. Therefore the methods above are hard to be applied in practice.
( ) ( ) . In Gaussian core function, x is input and independent variable vector, c is the center of RBF and constant vector. ( ) x c Φ − is radial basis function.
RBF-based network model is shown in Fig.1 .
Network parameter update according to the following formula:
(
The Control Structure of TDFSS Based on RBF Network
A. Neural Network Decoupling Control
Using conventional PID control strategy, when the three-axis rotary joint in three axis winding, as the axis swing frequency and swinging rate rising, the improvement of the coupling effect between each axis increased, the simple PID control strategy is difficult to ensure better control performance, therefore it need to design decoupling controller to compensate for the coupling between the axes. Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the coupling effect to other axes when central and the inner axes system carry sinusoidal. Curve indicated by the figure of the coupling of the outer ring of the rotary axis positioning accuracy can not meet specifications. The RBF neural network can approach the inverse dynamics of TDFSS perfectly, so it been used to design the decoupling control system based on the existing control system.
B. nverse Modeling Of Three-axis Simulator
In order to achieve the decoupling control of TDFSS, first the inverse of servo system modeling. This will use RBF networks to achieve servo system for the inverse dynamic identification.
Neural network inverse dynamic modeling of the structure shown in 
C. Network Learning Algorithm
Radial basis function (RBF) network algorithm procedure is as follows:
1. Select a group initial center value K C from the input vector; 2. Variance value calculation
max d is the greatest distance, K is the number of K C . 3. Calculate the
4. Update the network parameters according to the Formula (5-7). 5. If network convergence, stop the calculation, or turn to step 4. In order to learn neural network inverse dynamic model of TDFSS better, the input signal used to excite the system should contain a rich frequency response, to ensure network convergence in a relatively short period of time. Usually take the input signal or pseudo-random signal sinusoidal signal. As the servo system bands were 8HZ, 6HZ and 4HZ. So select the 0.1 ~ 15HZ sine signal as stimulus. Use 400 groups of data as training samples, the network's training goals selected 0.005. After 3478 times iterations of the network convergence，Figure 5 shows the network training error curve.
D. Neural Network Decoupling Control
RBF network decoupling scheme is used to achieve the decoupling control of TDFSS. Algorithm is taking advantage RBF network training.
Simulation uses MatLab. Supposing the central ring and inner ring respectively the input signals )
, it requires outer ring tracking the signal 0.1 degree per second. The simulation results are shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6a is a system in which control strategies in the outer PID rate curves, and Figure 6b is the rate of outer ring outputs curves using neural network decoupling control strategy. Supposing the central ring and inner ring respectively the input signals Figure 7a is a system in which control strategies in the outer PID rate curves, Figure 7b is the use of neural network decoupling control strategy, the rate of the output curve of the outer ring. 
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The simulation results shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8a is an outer rate curves which the system is under the PID control, Figure 8b is the rate of the outer ring output curve using neural network decoupling control strategy. The simulation results show that using neural network decoupling control, the output of outer ring state rate from the interference of others and the system achieve a complete decoupling.
Conclusion
This paper was introduced the RBF neural network into the multivariable nonlinear controlling, and accurately identify the inverse dynamic model of TDFSS using neural network. And it was used in strategy of decoupling control, thus was achieved the neural network decoupling control of TDFSS. Using the actual dynamic model of TDFSS and its simulation results, it validates the feasibility of which use neural network control to the TDFSS decoupling. 
